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Ge spacemaker microwave handle



Replacing the pen on the GE Spacesaver microwave is very simple on some models and somewhat difficult for others, but using this page is easy. On some models you simply remove the screws on the opposite side of the door with the handle and the handle is off. Unfortunately, some models require a
little more work. Follow the steps below to replace the Spacesaver microwave handle. Note that it is best if you have a new handle ready before trying to disassemble the door. You will have to order a pen by the model number. 1. First glance at the opposite side of the door and if you see two screws
remove them and the handle will come at once. On some models you will see one screw remove it and continue reading. 2. If you don't see the screws you will have to remove the interior trim of the door frame, as shown below, gently prizing on it all the way around the door. Remember that you are
dealing with plastic, very strong plastic, but if you prize too hard it will break. 3. Once the inner two-yard frame is removed you should see the two screws remove them. On some GE microwave models, once you remove the screws the handle will come at once. If the handle does not shut down after
removing the screws, keep reading. 4. If removing two screws behind the inner door frame will not allow you to remove the handle you will have to separate the door. To do this, a metal frame from a plastic frame is carefully valued, which keeps the outer door glass in place. Note you are dealing with
plastic, very strong plastic, but if you prize too hard it will break. Don't force it; Just keep working until the door is separated, as shown below. You don't have to completely remove the metal frame just to separate it enough to get a screwdriver 5. Once the door is separated remove the two screws and the
handle has to move away. Note that you should be aware that once you separate the inner door frame from the front glass, the front glass may fall off. So to prevent it make sure you hold on to it or go ahead and completely separate them. I hope this page will help you replace the pen on your GE
Spacesaver microwave. Returning from the GE Spacesaver Microwave Pen replacement Appliance-repair-it.com is a free service, but it was worth keeping it up and running. Donate to this site will help you next time! Parts for devices online, the right part, the best price and fast delivery. © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates From doors, slammed to burn on food, the microwave gets the most wear and tear of all your kitchen appliances. But GE Appliance Parts has the details and accessories you need to keep the microwave ready for a busy life schedule, including filters to help with efficiency
and cleanliness. your zip code will allow us to ensure that our products are available in your area. Selected Solution Hello, Looking Your Part went to this site site as you said, no longer available. Went into the part room, got this, anything good for you? ... ... ge spacemaker microwave handle
replacement. ge spacemaker microwave handle repair. ge spacemaker microwave handle part. ge spacemaker microwave handle fix. ge spacemaker microwave handle screws. ge spacemaker xl microwave door handle replacement. how to replace door handle on ge spacemaker microwave. ge
spacemaker xl microwave handle black
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